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localization.
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necessarily involve cultural integration; it is not a mental process.
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Texts are distributed, as objects marked with meaningful materiality, found in
the example of an indigenous cave painting. Texts cannot be separated from
this materiality, so localization cannot be separated from distribution.

Where do locales end?�21

The limits of a locale can be defined as the points where texts have been
localized. Localization thus forms locales.

Localization can be approached from distribution�23

The material determinants on distribution can account for the adaptation of
texts, as seen in an English translation of De Gaulle.
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The lure of the global�49
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Defining translation�51
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Since the first person of a translation cannot refer to the translator, the discursive
operator is best described as “translates as”, relating texts rather than people.

Second persons�74

Translational discourse also tends to shift second persons to neutral worlds,
characterized by third-person relationships.

Participative and observational second persons�76
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Third persons in paratexts�79

The textual frontiers that present translations are in the third person; they can
use defining or relative clauses.
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The discursive creation of neutral worlds�80

In some circumstances, translators can speak through their translations,
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the centers of highest frequency and thus require longer, more explicit terms.
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